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A musical history

A musical history

The Queen Elisabeth Music Chapel is a musical
laboratory where young classical musicians from
around the world come to perfect their art with
internationally renowned masters. On the one hand,
the peaceful location offers an ideal atmosphere for
musical concentration, while on the other hand, the
constant activity of the Music Chapel provides the
musicians with a very large number of opportunities to
perform and to meet the audience, whether in-house,
in Belgium or around the world. A unique place of
excellence, set in the forest, where each door opens
onto a wonderful talent.

unique surroundings – all the conditions are right for
you to make your dream come true !
The Music Chapel team will accompany you to imagine
the perfect tailor-made solutions for your event. A
family gathering, a meeting with your partners, an
event to thank your clients, some privacy with your
closest contributors... anything is possible in this
unforgettable location!

Built by the architect Yvan Renchon and inaugurated
by Queen Elisabeth in 1939, the Listed Building is a
showpiece of Art Deco. It has retained its own character
over the years, thanks to the countless musicians that
have given their heart and soul between its walls.
In January 2015 Queen Paola cut the ribbon of the
Modern Building: 2100 m² including 20 housing
studios, 2 large rehearsal rooms, a concert hall and a
restaurant, giving new impetus to the artistic standing
of the Music Chapel.

Your tailor-made event @ Music Chapel
Besides serving an educational purpose, the Music
Chapel is also the perfect setting for your event, whether
private or corporate: easily accessible from Brussels or
anywhere in Belgium, with a vast private parking lot,
several halls with distinct features, and exceptional and
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Haas-Teichen Concert Hall
New Building - 144m² + balcony
Capacity: 240 seated – 140 standing
2 full size concert pianos
(Yamaha CFX & Bösendorfer)
Screen - beamer - 4 HF microphones
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Studio de la Reine
Listed building 170 m²
3 rooms in a row
Capacity: 100 seated – 200 standing
Screen – beamer - 1 HF microphone

Restaurant
New Building 153 m²
Capacity: 100 seated -160 standing

Salle du conseil
Listed Building meeting room
Large table with electric plugs
Capacity: 20 seated
Large TV with full connectivity internet cable + wifi
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And plenty of
other possibilities!
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Contact:
Florence Leeman
02/ 352 01 14 – fleeman@musicchapel.org
Our exclusive caterer partner is Choux de Bruxelles

Queen Elisabeth Music Chapel, public interest foundation
Under the Honorary Chairmanship of Her Majesty Queen Paola
Correspondence: Chaussée de Tervuren 445 - 1410 Waterloo - Belgium
Corporate address: Rue Brederode 14, B-1000 Bruxelles - BCE 459 245 906
Tel: +32 (0)2 352 01 17 - Fax: +32 (0)2 351 10 24
www.musicchapel.org - @musicchapel #musicchapel
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